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is not going to work EriC^^, it's literally just unplugging the live USB and plugging in a blank one, then seeing if it works
ChunkzZ: ok, no problem ChunkzZ: if it still doesn't work then it's not the hdd, it's the port on the motherboard ChunkzZ: did
you try rebooting first? EriC^^, well, it's restarting now, so we'll see... i think there's a bios setting somewhere where you can set
the boot order Shwaiil: if you can, use the vfio to share the device, then you can see what's happening on the host Quick
question, does pulseaudio automatically handle ALSA input? I can play a flac file with one instance of Pulse Audio, and an mp3
with another and still be able to control volume I tried looking for this in Pulse Audio, but I couldn't find a definitive answer.
And I noticed that the volume level controls for Pulse Audio and the volume control inside of the MP3 player are not in sync
hey can anyone help me out here. I'm a complete noob to ubuntu, and I can't seem to install my Broadcom BCM43228 wireless
driver on xubuntu 17.10 I've googled and everything, but can't seem to get it to work the closest I've been able to get is
!broadcom | LinuxNoob LinuxNoob: Help with Broadcom bcm43xx can be found at I've been using the
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